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Punctuation

Punctuation
Objectives:
• Reading: To learn to recognise how
punctuation helps readers to clearly understand
a text.
• Writing: To learn how to use a range of
punctuation to ensure that writing is clear and
communicative.

Punctuation Problems?
Come to me gentle puck called oberon as
though by magic the sprite appeared
what is your will master he asked fetch
me a flower oberon ordered a little
flower called love in idleness puck ever
curious asked why his master wanted it
squeeze the flowers juice on sleeping
eyelids the king of the fairies explained
and they will fall in love with the next
person they see ill fly around the world
in forty minutes puck promised and find
that flower for you

Punctuation Perfection
“Come to me gentle Puck,” called Oberon.
As though by magic the sprite appeared.
“What is your will, master?” He asked.
“Fetch me a flower!” Oberon ordered a little
flower called ‘Love in Idleness’.
Puck ever curious asked why his master
wanted it.
“Squeeze the flower’s juice on sleeping
eyelids,” the king of the fairies explained and
they will fall in love with the next person they
see!”
“ I’ll fly around the world in forty minutes,”
Puck promised, “and find that flower for you.”

What is Punctuation?
Punctuation is the use of symbols such as full
stops (.), commas (,) and question marks (?)
that are used to make meaning clearer for the
reader.
You need to be able to use a wide range of
punctuation marks to gain a level 5.
In pairs, spend five minutes thinking of as
many punctuation marks as you can and feed
back your thoughts to the class.

Can you think of more than 10?
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A Punctuation Predicament
next year when we go on holiday we
sha’nt go to bolton abbey. we went last
year in june and stayed at the seven oaks
hotel.we did’nt have a good time. it
was’nt that the whether was two bad
but my mum cort a cold afta to days and
my dad wanted to taik her home. i
wanted to go to york to go and see the
dungeons but i was’nt aloud. next yr i
want to stey at home insteed.

Punctuation Perfection
Next year, when we go on holiday we
shan’t go to Bolton Abbey. We went last
year, in June, and stayed at the Seven
Oaks hotel. We didn’t have a good time.
It wasn’t that the weather was too bad
but my mum caught a cold after two days
and my dad wanted to take her home. I
wanted to go to York to go and see the
dungeons but I wasn’t allowed. Next year,
I want to stay at home instead.

Another Punctuation Problem
Rewrite the following passage but divide it
into properly punctuated sentences.

15th April 1912 saw one of the worst-ever disasters
at sea crossing the Atlantic on her maiden voyage a
great ship struck an iceberg the ocean liner thought to
be unsinkable sank within hours more than 1500
passengers and crew drowned in the icy waters it was
tragic that many lifeboats were only half full as the
huge vessel slid beneath the waves the band played on
of course she was the titanic

Check Your Understanding
15th April, 1912, saw one of the worst-ever
disasters at sea. Crossing the sea on her
maiden voyage, a great ship struck an
iceberg. The ocean liner, thought to be
unsinkable, sank within hours. More than
1500 passengers and crew drowned in the icy
waters. It was tragic that many lifeboats were
only half full. As the huge vessel slid beneath
the waves the band played on. Of course she
was the Titanic.

